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A Mobile Security Strategy
for Your Workforce
The mobile workforce is here to stay, but many IT

is ongoing and effective security awareness training

organizations still lack a mobile security strategy

for employees to help prevent breaches via social

that comprises both PCs and mobile devices—and

engineering, phishing, and other threats. Second is

the applications and data on those devices. As one

implementation of a single solution, such as a work-

of our writer’s asks, what are these enterprises wait-

space, that enables employees to be productive and

ing for?

secure wherever they are, on whichever device they

This eGuide from CIO and CSO outlines some
keys to an enterprise mobile security strategy. First

happen to be using, over any type of network. And
last are some security best-practice tips.
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To ensure that the information shared
between your in-house and remote
employees doesn’t make you vulnerable to security attacks, you need to

security awareness training.
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Is your security awareness
training program working?
An hour-long lecture once a year doesn’t do much for security awareness training.
BY KACY ZURKUS, CSO | Employees at Axe Capital, the fictional

Because many of the threats delivered by malicious actors of-

firm of billionaire Bobby Axelrod in Showtime’s new series,

ten tie into phishing, these exercises can’t be overlooked, particu-

Billions, were downright angry when they learned that the

larly in light of people’s inclination to overshare. “Most companies

surprise SEC raid, in which they were peppered with ques-

are embracing some type of annual or on-boarding training, letting

tions about their trading transactions, was only a test. Axelrod,

folks know these are the things you should watch out for if you are

though, found the mock raid fruitful as it revealed the internal

trying to access company resources,” Weber said.

weak links of his organization.
These are metrics that enterprises should be using to evalu-

Training in and of itself is not enough. A successful awareness
program will have training in conjunction with the testing. “Do

ate the success of their security awareness programs. In order

the training to know what’s going on and the testing to keep it

for awareness training to work, it has to keep everyone in the

activated in people’s minds. Who falls for the bait?” Weber said.

enterprise, well, aware.
A recent Wombat report revealed that in addition to the
ever-growing problem of phishing, employees across industries

“Each person in the organization should be tested monthly. It
could be more frequent than that, but not to the point of annoying people. That’s measurable,” Weber said.

struggle with oversharing on social media, unsafe use of WiFi,
and company confidential data exposure. Those ubiquitous posts

Blocking access

pose serious risks.

Because so many breaches are the result of human error, “Sometimes it’s easier to block access to it all and then grant access

Phishing attacks

by request. Then anybody who requests access needs to install

Chris Weber, co-founder, Casaba Security, said, “Phishing attacks are

some type of device management software to help organizations

pretty measurable. You give folks a phishing workshop, then go and

keep track and monitor and have a little bit more control over the

run a phishing testing campaign and see how many people fall for

resources,” Weber said.

the lure and how many people report the attack or suspicious email.”
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Blocking access can get tricky, though, and establishing ac-

“Social engineering
doesn’t happen
because you’re stupid.
If you believe that,
you are going to get
socially engineered.
I’ve seen a CISO who
said that anyone who
gets social engineered
will be fired.”
Dave Chronister
Founder, Parameter Security
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cess controls doesn’t preclude the need for ongoing and mean-

ought to be to figure out what is going on, not to punish people

white paper

ingful awareness training.

for unintended mistakes. In order to know if people respond or

Best Practices for
Enterprise Security

Dave Chronister, founder of Parameter Security, said, “Awareness training is one of the most important things you can do to
protect your network. You need to have a program and it needs
to be effective.”
Effective means doing more than just a person talking about

contact the help desk, the enterprise needs to institute consistent and varied testing.
Yes, phishing emails are a popular social engineering technique, but they also have to know if a stranger can easily walk
in the door and get to where they want to go. “The metrics show

the things people do that are annoying. That vapid approach is

them, this is how many people clicked the link, how many people

sure to quickly cause the audience’s attention to drift—perhaps

then entered information. The goal then is what can we do to

even to take out their phones and start posting on social media.

lower that?” said Chronister.

How Citrix helps organizations manage risk while empowering business
mobility by controlling access to
applications and data across any
location, network, and device.

One issue organizations get into is handpicking from corpo-

Reinforcement is key

rate politics to determine who gets hit, said Chronister. “A lot of

Chronister said that when he hears people tell him that they

people think, we can’t have the CISO click,” he continued, but

have a security awareness training program in which they have a

the CISO very well might. S/he is as likely to be deceived by

single training session once a year, he knows it’s not a program

social engineering as anyone else in the company.

that is up to par.
“If it is not reinforced with movies, emails, media posters, and

“Social engineering doesn’t happen because you’re stupid. If
you believe that, you are going to get socially engineered. I’ve seen

testing, the end users will only remember it for a couple days,

a CISO who said that anyone who gets social engineered will be

then the concept will go away,” said Chronister.

fired. By taking a tough stance, he’s made his security awareness

One midsize company whose program really impressed him,
though, held monthly company meetings. “Instead of an hour long
once a year, it was a 30 to 45 [minute] company meeting. They

program worse. If I made a mistake and realize it, I’m not going to
tell anybody because I could get fired,” Chronister said.
Security awareness needs to be based on both the skill set

would have 10 minutes to talk about security awareness, and at

and the industry sector. Josh Grunzweig, threat intelligence

each meeting, they’d go over a current topic,” said Chronister.

analyst, Unit 42 of Palo Alto Networks, said, “Many hospitality

Rather than succumbing to the “we are going to fail” ap-

employees are using POS terminals as a normal computer—

proach, the result was that over the course of a year, they had

checking email, browsing the web, posting on Facebook. Those

spent more time talking about security awareness. That com-

terminals should only be used for financial transactions.”

bined with social engineering exercises allowed them to come up
with the metrics they needed to see where they must improve.
Social engineering exercises are really tough to do because it
requires security experts to deceive their employees. The intent
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Keep expectations realistic
When assessing the success of security awareness training, it’s
important to be realistic about expectations around changing

download now
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Stan Black, CSO at Citrix, said that one of the challenges with

place so that attackers don’t get into where they shouldn’t be,”

security awareness is that folks need to receive some benefit

Grunzweig said.

beyond just knowledge. “For folks in many of the back-office

Across all sectors of the industry, though, when people are

functions, from finance to human resources, there are courses

permitted authorized access, there is only so much an awareness

specific to certain roles. We tie them to a trend, and add compo-

training program can prevent. “Hospitality has been hit for many

nents in as threats become more prevalent,” Black said.

years, so yes, employees need to be trained on what to look for,
but controls need to be put in place,” Grunzweig said.
Enterprises are coming to understand that they can’t put
all the burden on the employees because the sheer number of
the attacks are vast. Companies large and small that have had

Executive assistants are the gateway to executives, Black said,
so “put in place social engineering awareness specific to their role.
The information they have is highly valuable, and we marry that in
with another element that connects to their personal lives.”
In order to measure the success of a security awareness

success with awareness training are doing so because they are

program, they need metrics, which requires frequent testing that

dealing with security both as a company and alerting employees

is not only relevant to business but meaningful to the people

to threats that they may be dealing with in their personal lives.

working there.
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infographic

Manage Risk by
Protecting the
Apps and Data
That Drive Business
Productivity
This infographic explains how to
best manage risk by protecting the
applications and data that are the
keys to driving your enterprise’s
productivity.

download now
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The mobile workspace:
A strategy for security—and ROI
A mobile workspace solution can address both the security and the
ROI challenges that come with mobility.
BY STAN GIBSON, CIO | What is it about mobility that brings

devices. They might not have all the data and application

out the ad hoc in IT? According to the 2014 Global State of

security tools they need.” Indeed, many survey respondents

Information Security Survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers and

have not implemented such technologies as virtualized desk-

CIO magazine, only 42 percent of companies have a mobile

tops, data loss prevention tools, asset management tools

security strategy.

and a centralized data store. These technologies should

Good for the 42 percent. But what about the 58 percent, a

complement an enterprise mobility management (EMM)

clear majority, that don’t have a mobile security strategy? It’s a

solution that brings together mobile device management

sure bet that most of those companies have employees who use

(MDM), mobile application management (MAM), enterprise

mobile devices. But security for those devices and the applica-

file sync and share, single sign-on, virtual private networks

tions and data on them is not part of any strategy. Shocking.

(VPN), and more.

The IT pros responding to that survey are refreshingly honest,

Additionally, a mobile security strategy should go hand in

but you have to ask, just what are they waiting for? In my last

hand with a mobile return-on-investment (ROI) strategy. The

blog entry, I asked the somewhat rhetorical question whether the

ROI of your mobile strategy will not entirely be tangible, but

mobile enterprise is a passing fad or a permanent characteristic

should account for the increased productivity of mobile users

of enterprise IT. It’s permanent, of course. Unless you think we’re

and of the company as a whole, among other factors. Not sur-

going to return to the pre-mobile era. So what are the 58 percent

prisingly, some of the same technologies, like virtual desktops

waiting for?

and enterprise mobility management, come into play for both

“Right now PC and mobile security are still fairly separate,”
said Christian Kane, an analyst with Forrester Research.
“Companies don’t have policies in place regarding personal
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security and ROI.
To best address both the security and the ROI challenges
that come with mobility, organizations should focus on finding

Organizations should
focus on finding a
single solution that
enables employees
to be productive—
securely—wherever
they are, on whichever
device they happen to
be using, over any type
of network.
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a single solution that enables employees to be productive—se-

mize your employees’ engagement level, which should in turn

video

curely—wherever they are, on whichever device they happen

reduce turnover, both key to productivity and ROI.

Citrix Security
Leadership Series:
Protecting the Data
That Matters

to be using, over any type of network. This can be done with

So think of mobile security and mobile productivity at the

a mobile workspace solution that delivers a portable, always

same time, as inseparable components of a single strategy. If

on, and always connected work environment. That will maxi-

you’re part of the 58 percent, it’s never too late to start.

Stacy Bruzek Banerjee and Kurt
Roemer share their perspective
on “protecting what matters.” This
includes advice on automating your
enterprise data and apps so that
people can access sensitive data
when they need it.

watch now
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4 security practices mobile and remote
workforces must follow
To ensure that the information shared between your in-house and
remote employees doesn’t make you vulnerable to security attacks,
you need to establish some solid security practices.
BY DIPTI PARMAR, CIO | It no longer comes as a surprise

BYOD security

if an employee chooses to work from home because it is rain-

The bring-your-own-device (BYOD) trend is one of the biggest fac-

ing outside, or that the CEO is working remotely because

tors responsible for increased productivity. Large enterprises and

she is attending a business conference at the other end of

even small companies across the globe are slowly—but some-

the planet.

times grudgingly—accepting the benefits of BYOD policies. I said

As working practices become more casual, comfortable,

grudgingly because the use of personal devices for work opens the

and collaborative, organizations need to tighten their belts to

floodgates to attacks and risks. BYOD makes your data vulnerable

ensure data security.

to a number of dangers, from peeping Toms to phishing attacks.

If you find your mobile and remote workforce expanding,

However, if you want to keep your millennial workforce happy,

you need to ensure that your security practices expand with

you have to not only allow them to bring their own devices to the

it. Automatic and secure passwords generated by your IT staff

office, but also allow them to use those devices when they are

will no longer cut it; newer and more secure methods are being

working from home or other remote locations.

introduced to ensure that your employees and their devices
remain safe from prying eyes and security threats.
Here are four security practices that are applicable for your
remote staffers and mobile employees, and for those who
choose to use their personal devices.

This makes it very important that their phones and tablets
are secured with something more powerful than passwords and
pattern locks.
PIN Genie Vault offers a way to lock iPhones and iPads with a
four-button pad, decoy passwords, and an AES 256 algorithm. It
secures all content formats, be they images, documents, notes,
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In addition to
protecting devices,
organizations must
also take care of
the way the data
is stored.
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or messages, so all the data on your employees’ devices is 100
percent safe from prying eyes.
If someone makes incorrect entries, it records those entries and
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Nevertheless, it makes sense for you to advise your employees against cyberthreats like phishing emails, link manipulation,
and CEO phishing scams.

captures a picture of the nasty intruder. If your employees’ devices

You must also implement mandatory email encryption

are safe, you can relax in the knowledge that your data is safe too.

across all office emails. There are several “set and forget”
email encryption tools on the market. These systems deliver

Cloud storage

end-to-end protection, taking care of everything from scanning

In addition to protecting devices, organizations must also take

to encryption.

care of the way the data is stored. Many companies allow access
to only partial data.

They are more efficient and easier to use than older data-lossprevention systems, but they can work alongside those systems, too.

They also use cloud or web-based storage software that allows

Make sure to secure emails from all endpoints, including PCs,

sharing and editing of documents. However, not all cloud services

Macs, and mobile phones, as well as software and CRM systems

are created equal.

like Salesforce.

That’s why Cisco introduced CloudLock, a technology that

Most email encryption software offerings, like DataMotion, Proof-

uses APIs to monitor the operations of data and content stored

point, etc., are compatible with all email clients, including Outlook,

on cloud applications such as Office365, Google Drive, Dropbox,

Gmail, and Lotus, and can be directly integrated with them.

AWS, Slack, and Salesforce.
It also works for on-premises servers. CloudLock tracks users’

Two-factor authentication

behavior and their data in whichever cloud services they use,

All modern business applications must implement two-factor

including SaaS-, IaaS-, and PaaS-based offerings.

authentication or multifactor authentication. This adds a second

All these tools help users when all is good. However, sometimes
employees themselves turn against an organization.
That is why large enterprises use security tools that help them
remotely retrieve, redact, or erase all data remotely. This is great
in case an employee absconds with your intellectual property after
quitting or getting fired.

level of security to important applications. Multifactor authentication uses OTP (one-time password) technology, certificatebased USB tokens, smart cards, and many more advanced
security technologies.
On the other hand, two-factor authentication is simpler and
more cost effective. It adds a second identification factor to the
login process when employees are trying to access sensitive data

Email security
Email is one of the most commonly used methods for commu-

or web applications.
This authentication could be instantaneous, like an OTP sent

nication and sending data. Most email providers offer industrial-

over a verified phone number or email. Alternatively, you could

strength security.

ask preset questions that only your employees can answer.
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Facebook, Google, and a lot of sites these days use two-factor

tions; they’re complementary to one another. You need to secure

ebook

authentication to ensure social accounts are not hacked.

everything from mobile devices to your cloud storage with the

Security Leadership
Series: Security
Strategies for
Success

Identity theft is one of the biggest cyberthreats today, and if

best possible means. Breaches and data leaks can cost millions

someone from top management is vulnerable to it, the effects

of dollars and, of course, there’s the added risk of damage to a

can be disastrous. With headlines about CEO phishing scams

company’s reputation. To ensure you don’t fall prey to fraudulent

emerging every few days, it only makes sense to be safe rather

schemes and hacks, implement these four best security practices

than sorry.

for your mobile and remote workforce.

All the above-mentioned methods are not stand-alone solu-

Highly mobile employees and line-ofbusiness groups are frontline participants in the struggle to secure the
enterprise against a growing array of
increasingly potent information security
threats. This exclusive CSO Magazine
eBook shares best practices for leading
meaningful security discussions with
the board of directors, engaging users
to protect business information, and
meeting security-related compliance
requirements.

download now
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Emerging technologies are poking
holes in security
Change management will never be the same.
BY DAVID GEER, CSO | IAccelerated change challenges

LLP, “literally sends out two to three releases per day, authoriz-

change management, security DevOps and emerging technolo-

ing those in person with the lead programmer holding up their

gies that enable business innovation and opportunities demand

hand and saying ‘authorized’ and ‘deploy’ to a decent sized team

fast, frequent change from the enterprise. The speed and regu-

of developers all sitting in one room. You can imagine that being

larity as well as the kinds of change challenge change manage-

able to document those approvals is really just a nightmare, let

ment and ultimately security.

alone trying to manage the information security protocols that go

To secure the enterprise in environments of unwieldy change,

behind that.”

the business needs to know how each new technology affects

The IoT market is driving swift change by demanding that

change management and the organization’s security defenses.

the industry ramp up the number of internet connected devices

Organizations can then begin to evolve change management

very quickly. “As companies move to design new systems and

and security to close those gaps and avoid impacts on security.

get them to market, they often don’t pay adequate attention to

Emerging technologies such as DevOps, IoT, automation/

change management requirements,” says Barry Mathews, man-

intelligent software, information technology service partnering,
cloud computing and BYOD all straighten out the curves in the
race to make changes that propel the enterprise forward.
DevOps merges software development and operations in order

aging director at Alsbridge.
In the automation or intelligent software space, robotic process automation tools, autonomics tools, and cognitive computing solutions create change inside organizations. Automation im-

to speed deployment of software that immediately works in

pacts change management by forcing the enterprise to figure out

production. While this is great for usability, change management

what the change will be and how it will affect people, processes

and security take a hit from adopting DevOps. An example from

and technology, says Mark Davison, director at Alsbridge.

the payment cards industry shows how much the management
aspect of change management can disappear in a DevOps shop.
“One of my clients,” says David King, senior manager, UHY
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Information technology service partnering, cloud computing,
and BYOD all demand fast and frequent change in the enterprise.
According to Joanie Walker, principal consultant at TayganPoint

The business can
mitigate BYOD risks
to change management and security
by ensuring that
the devices, security
policies and security
protections are
all part of one
overall enterprise
change process
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Consulting Group, while information technology service partnering

release, according to Mathews. The result of rushing through

adds federated change management requirements, cloud comput-

change management and security measures here is that each

ing adds change management complexities in ITSM and architec-

new IoT device represents an even riskier node on the internet

tural change, and BYOD requires change to address endpoint man-

that is even more susceptible to attack, Mathews explains.

agement strategies for employee and business partner devices.
According to Walker, information technology service partner-

Automation affects change management and security because
there may not be an understanding of how to support the new

ing challenges change management by requiring the enterprise

information security requirements of automation as change oc-

to ensure that all information technology support staff work

curs. This can make the enterprise susceptible to intrusion and

under a common change process. Cloud computing, says Walker,

unable to adequately respond when disaster recovery plans must

challenges change management by demanding that the organiza-

execute, Davison says.

tion manage all the infrastructure and applications that exist un-

As for information technology service partnering, when part-

der different architectural models under a common ITSM change

ner employees don’t follow the enterprise change management

process in a coordinated fashion.

process, information security risks rise, says Walker. In cloud

BYOD challenges change management by requiring a service

computing environments, simply adding errors in the process

wrapper for a portfolio of consumer devices that is always changing

of coordinating change among different cloud environments to

as new employees and partners and their employees come on board

the already precarious task of implementing federated security

or leave or when anyone adds, changes or upgrades their device.

across these clouds can add significant risk. And when BYOD
change management processes operate in a vacuum and not

How hits to change management affect security

as part of a comprehensive enterprise change process, this can

Even in the young field of DevOps, costly errors in change man-

draw information security down.

agement make big headlines. According to King, the risk of rapid

For DevOps, enterprises can make compromises between the

development cycles and immature change management practic-

development and change management / security teams by using

es lead to Knight Capital’s swift, gigantic financial losses. “Knight

a sandbox for development. “Development can do anything they

Capital was a high-frequency trading hedge fund that had about

want in this virtualized sandbox. Security keeps the sandbox

80 percent of its portfolio wiped out in a matter of minutes due

segmented from production. Once a software change passes

to a software glitch. They lost about $440 million in about 30

thorough rapid testing and QA and security scans, they can push

minutes,” says King.

it into production,” says King.

The pressing need to get IoT devices and related technological

Developers must use trusted tools from trusted sources inside

changes ready for market stands in sharp contrast to security,

those sandboxes so that attacks don’t enter through holes cre-

which is about developing and testing a good design, defining

ated by cloned tools that hackers have purposely packed with

robust requirements, and then testing again and again before

vulnerabilities and malware.
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For IoT, the enterprise needs to restructure information
technology to monitor, track and support new apps and devices
through investment in security governance, protocols, standards
and procedures, says Mathews.
Automation affects many things. By applying best practices in
change management to transition, communications, education
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and applications hosted by the enterprise and those hosted by
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the cloud computing provider, according to Walker.

Avoiding BYO
Policy and
Security Pitfalls

As for BYOD, the business can mitigate risks to change management and security by ensuring that the devices, security policies and security protections are all part of one overall enterprise
change process, Walker concludes.

and operational and organizational alignment, the enterprise can
maintain effective change management and security, according

The only thing consistent is change

to Davison.

If you find an opportunity where a little change leads to a lot of

“For information technology service partnering, staff must

profit, take it. Otherwise, expect that as we make new discoveries

operate under a single change process regardless of what organi-

and develop new technologies in greater numbers at a pace we

zation they work for in order to address the risks to change man-

can hardly keep up with, head spinning change will increasingly

agement and security,” says Walker. For the cloud, the enterprise

become a constant in building new business. This will come with

should use one ITSM change process for both the infrastructure

challenges to change management and security.

BYOD and mobile security are top of
mind for many IT professionals. This
paper, written in collaboration with TAL
Global, highlights five case studies that
illustrate common legal and security
issues associated with BYO. It provides policy guidance and technology
suggestions to minimize these risks.
Be prepared for today’s highly mobile
work environment and ensure that your
company’s policies, procedures, and
technologies are updated to protect
your valuable information assets.

download now
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